We study supersymmetry breaking effects in N = 1 SYM from the point of view of quantum effective actions. Restrictions on the geometry of the effective potential from superspace are known to be problematic in quantum effective actions, where explicit supersymmetry breaking can and must be studied. On the other hand the true ground state can be determined from this effective action, only. We study whether some parts of superspace geometry are still relevant for the effective potential and discuss whether the ground states found this way justify a low energy approximation based on this geometry. The answer to both questions is negative: Essentially non-semiclassical effects change the behavior of the auxiliary fields completely and destroy the geometry of superspace. These non-semiclassical effects can break supersymmetry.
Introduction
The question whether supersymmetry is spontaneously broken or not is of fundamental importance. Many results concerning this problem have been derived in the literature. We know that perturbative corrections do not break supersymmetry. What happens nonperturbatively is not yet clear since there is no mathematical tool available to describe this regime.
In this paper we want to discuss possible breaking mechanisms in N = 1 SYM. Witten index [1] and low energy effective Lagrangian calculations [2] suggest that supersymmetry is not broken. Different Instanton calculations [3] [4] [5] agree with this result. But all these calculations have a conceptual problem in common: Supersymmetry breaking as a hysteresis effect cannot be studied, as explicit supersymmetry breaking is impossible to include (the notion of hysteresis effects in quantum field theories is discussed in section 2). Consequently spontaneous effects have to be introduced by assumption and the results can only be seen as consistency checks of the assumptions on the specific level of approximation.
Hysteresis effects in N = 1 and N = 2 SYM have been studied in [6, 7] . These results are incomplete as well: First it is difficult to compare them with other calculations as a nonstandard structure of the QCD vacuum plays an important role and second the geometric approach used therein is known to be problematic in quantum effective actions. In this paper we want to address this last problem. It is of main importance as only the quantum effective action can tell us the correct ground state. A justification of the geometric approach for effective Lagrangians or Wilsonian effective actions must thus be derived from the quantum effective action. Our result suggests that this cannot be done: Non-semiclassical effects essentially change the characteristics of the auxiliary fields and approximations relying on the geometry of superspace cannot capture these effects. An alternative scenario is possible: Supersymmetry is unbroken but has a phase transition in the variation of the gluino mass at m = 0. The resulting theory is highly infrared sick and probably does not exist at all.
The paper is organized as follows: In section two we review some basic facts about nonperturbative field theories and hysteresis effects and in section three we define our quantum effective action. In section four constraints on dynamical supersymmetry breaking independent of our approach are discussed. In section five we piece together the puzzle leading to our conclusions, which are discussed and summarized in section six.
Non-perturbative Quantum Field Theory as Thermodynamical Limit
In this section we want to review some basic aspects of non-perturbative quantum field theory and discuss its relevance for a modern approach to a 4-d QFT, where exact calculations in the non-perturbative sector are not available. Physical amplitudes are derived from the generating functional of the Greens functions Z M or from the heat kernel Z E , written as path integrals: 
where S E is the Wick rotated action of S M . While the meaning of the path integral is well understood in perturbation theory its interpretation in the non-perturbative sector is not straightforward. As we are trying to derive the properties of a quantum field theory from a classical expression like the action we can use the results of constructive field theory as a guide (see e.g. [8, 9] for a review of constructive quantum field theory). It is well known that we can solve a theory by introducing an UV and an IR regularization, only. Many examples of perturbative and non-perturbative UV regularization schemes are known and it is an important feature of a well defined theory that the resulting dynamics are independent of the regularization scheme. The IR regularization plays a quite different role: it is physically rather uninteresting in perturbation theory but plays an essential role in non-perturbative dynamics, which we want to discuss in the remainder of this section. How should we choose the IR regularization? If the classical theory has a mass gap we only need to restrict the trilinear and cubic interactions to a compact support, else (as in gauge theories) we essentially have to put the theory into a finite volume. In the latter case we are confronted with the problem of choosing boundary conditions (BC's). We further have to distinguish fermions from bosons:
• The fermionic path integral is defined as the functional determinant of the corresponding operator. Therefore the eigenvalue problem has to be studied, which makes it understandable that even the infinite volume limit can depend on the BC's. We refer to different studies of the Schwinger model [10] [11] [12] [13] and to the well known problem of vanishing chiral condensate in QCD with N f ≥ 2 on T 4 or S 4 [12, 14] to illustrate that this can happen in the presence of non-trivial spontaneous parameters.
• No simple interpretation of the path integral is available for bosons but it is said to be the "sum over all possible paths". This is misleading in any model with degenerate vacua due to symmetry breaking. In this case one has to avoid integrating over all vacua but has to pick out one of them which is done by an appropriate choice of "boundary conditions" [9] (we put this in quotation marks to indicate that there are many ways to impose such a constraint).
Different interpretations of this behavior can be given (phase transitions, instability) and not every state created by a thermodynamical limiting process is an acceptable ground state (complex potentials, decomposition into pure states). Although formally correct these interpretations of the phenomena (except for the reality constraint on the potential) fail to be applicable here: They assume that we know the vacuum expectation values (vev's) of the Hamiltonian as well as of the basic field operators (in other words the redefinition such that H|Ω = 0 and φ|Ω = 0). If this is known we can choose one such φ = φ orig − Ω|φ orig |Ω and the scalar path integral is extended over the dynamical part φ, only. In this work however we would like to use the thermodynamical limits to determine the above shifts and therefore these interpretations can be given a posteriori, only. Different thermodynamical limits (and by different we do not mean a different choice of BC's but a different result in the infinite volume limit) are therefore treated independently although the final result may give a definite interpretation of the "wrong" limits in terms of the limits actually leading to the correct ground-state. How can we read off the correct vacuum expectation values?
The idea is rather simple: At least one limit (or one class of limits defined up to symmetry transformations) does lead to the correct ground state. The latter is defined to be the absolute minimum of the effective potential. Therefore we have to calculate the limits from all possible perturbations (we call these states trial vacua |0 ) and pick out the one(s) that minimize the effective potential:
The perturbations can be boundary conditions or global sources [6, 7, 15] . Global sources are especially useful if they generate a classical mass-gap inside the perturbed region and make BC's (at least for the corresponding fields) irrelevant. We should be careful with the limits of this prescription: We can always find the correct minima of the potential but the corresponding effective action needs not describe the correct dynamics. Our theory may be non-Hamiltonian, too. In this case we will find more than one ground-state (up to symmetries) and the actually chosen state will depend on an external parameter. Of course this program can be realized in principle, only. But there is a simple way to extract the relevant perturbations: To make the breaking of a symmetry visible, we need a trigger of the latter in the IR regularized theory. Therefore the interesting perturbations break the symmetries in question. In analogy to a spin-system we call a spontaneous parameter associated with such a perturbation hysteresis effect. Further restrictions arise from stability conditions: The resulting trial vacuum should be stable in a (perturbative) renormalization group analysis and the effective potential must be real at this point.
As an application of this principle we note that it determines the value of θ in any QCDlike theory uniquely. This has been studied in detail in the Instanton picture in the Appendix of [7] . We will see that S 4 or T 4 as regularization spaces of the heat kernel or the generating functional of SYM are not sensitive to supersymmetry breaking. However the arguments given in [7] straightforwardly extend to any regularization space where θ has a non-trivial meaning as well as to perturbations by fermion masses (note that you have to introduce sources to both operatorsψψ and iψγ 5 ψ).
The Effective Action of N = 1 SYM
We want to apply the program sketched above to N = 1 SYM. The Lagrangian is given by
with the prepotential V used to quantize the theory in superspace. We work in Minkowskispace with the generating functional
To decide whether supersymmetry is broken dynamically or not we introduce a set of global sources that
• break supersymmetry as well as chiral symmetry,
• connect the supersymmetric theory with some configuration where other dynamical effects (confinement, glue-ball) are (though not understood) well accepted,
• could still be sensitive to the special geometry of supersymmetric theories.
The above conditions are satisfied by the concept of local couplings, where the coupling constant is replaced by a chiral superfield [6] . We define a quantum effective action
where J = τ + θη − 2θ 2 m is the local coupling superfield. Γ[J,J] and W [J,J] are connected by thermodynamical equilibrium conditions and in the thermodynamical limit the effective action obeys the (anomalous) Ward-Identities [6, 7] . The chiral source field defines a set of dual fieldsJ containing the vev of the Lagrangian and of the gluon condensate, respectively. The following assumptions have to be made to be able to discuss supersymmetry breaking in a similar way to Veneziano and Yankielowicz [2] : The above effective action exists at least in its static limit and therein the classical fieldsJ can be re-combined to a chiral superfield obeying the standard supersymmetry transformation rules. We would like to make some comments on this:
• The gluino condensate is certainly a natural perturbation to study dynamical supersymmetry breaking . The latter is expected to be connected to other dynamical effects of which chiral symmetry breaking is the only one accessible directly. Nevertheless other or additional breaking terms can be introduced at the classical level. Renormalization group analysis however suggests that such hard supersymmetry breaking terms are forbidden due to instabilities of the supersymmetric solution [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Although this is not of main interest in this context we would like to note that the same is true for possible gauge symmetry breaking terms [21] [22] [23] .
• Once we have identified the gluino term as the only reasonable perturbation, we can try to construct a chiral field from the classical variables having all the properties required. In perturbation theory such a field, the anomaly multiplet, in fact exists. It has been constructed in the Wess-Zumino model and in SQED and its existence has been proven in the non-Abelian case [24] [25] [26] [27] . Nevertheless the procedure is problematic: The minimal extension of the coupling to a chiral source-field is not well-defined in perturbation theory but one has to choose a linear source-superfield, including unphysical components from the prepotential [28, 29] . At the moment we are not able to estimate the consequences of this result to our calculations. The expectation is that one can get rid of the additional classical operators in the static limit as their vev's vanish therein. The remaining effective potential then could still have the symmetries of a chiral superfield. We will come back to this point in the discussion of our results.
Quantum or Wilsonian Effective Action?
Besides other models N = 1 and N = 2 Yang-Mills theories without [2, 30] and with matter fields [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] have been studied using the concept of Wilsonian low-energy effective actions (LEEA's) or in the first case of a low-energy effective Lagrangian. The motivation to use LEEA's instead of quantum effective actions (QEA's) is twofold: The authors would like to have an expression local in the fields, representing all relevant dynamics at low energies and they assume that the superspace can be reconstructed on the level of these fields completely. The LEEA is represented by two terms: An integral over full superspace that is identified with the kinetic term and an integral over chiral superspace, the superpotential. The minima of this superpotential are then assumed to be the vacua of the theory. The form of this superpotential is highly restricted by the geometry of superspace: It must be a holomorphic function in all (dynamical Φ and local coupling J) superfields W LEEA = W LEEA (Φ, J).
Consequently the renormalized coupling constant may depend on any superfields in a holomorphic way, only. Moreover any additional parametrical dependence (not expressible as an integral over superspace) is excluded. These assumptions do not apply to the QEA [36, 37] . Although we do not agree with the treatment of the vacuum angle that serves as an example for N = 1 SYM in [36] we admit that non-locality and the non-holomorphic dependence are crucial characteristics of QEA's. But in our opinion we have to adjust the construction principle to the QEA and not the other way around, though a semi-classical ansatz for the QEA may be more difficult to find. As pointed out in section 2 we have to study the hysteresis curve of explicitly broken supersymmetry back to the supersymmetric point and the natural formulation of this program is the QEA while the above described LEEA does not help us with this problem (though the low energy effective Lagrangian of Veneziano and Yankielowicz is conceptually different from the Wilsonian LEEA it suffers from the same problem). This adjustment leads to a more detailed formulation of the assumptions made for our QEA:
• As Veneziano and Yankielowicz we assume that all relevant low energy degrees of freedom are represented by the dual fields to J, i.e. the Lagrangian itself, the gluino condensate and the would be goldstino in the case of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking.
• We assume that the explicitly broken theory with massive gluinos has a low energy behavior similar to QCD and that it does not undergo any phase transitions when varying m.
• Within the restrictions already discussed the QEA should then be well defined for finite m. The defining fields are the classical fields of the Lagrangian multipletJ ∼ Ω|
Tr W α W α |Ω and we assume that superspace can be reconstructed on these three components at least for the local part in the static limit. N = 2 SYM shows explicitly that the local part of the QEA derived this way is unacceptable as dynamical result [7] . The sources J however are not independent variables of the system and thus do not stand on the same level as the dual fieldJ. We thus neither assume that superspace can be reconstructed on this superfield nor do we impose holomorphic dependence of the superpotential on the components thereof. Instead all quantities depend parametrically on these variables [6, 7] .
• In the limit of vanishing gluino source m our concept of global sources is problematic as
| τ →constant = 0 is true for any value of τ if supersymmetry is unbroken. This just represents the fact that unbroken supersymmetry for a coupling constant τ means unbroken supersymmetry for τ + δτ , too. Therefore we have to relax τ to its quantummechanical value before relaxing m. But this condition is not new as exploring the hysteresis line means that we relax the source which breaks the symmetry in question (in our case m) in the very end.
• Besides the the ones discussed above other problems of the QEA especially dangerous to supersymmetric theories have been brought up (see e.g. [38] ). We can just stress again the following points: It is absolutely necessary to allow for explicit supersymmetry breaking terms regardless of any unbeloved consequences on the geometry of the theory. Moreover we have already pointed out that we should use this procedure to find the minima, only. Indeed we are not able to show that some candidate for the true groundstate found this way is unique and we can thus never expect that our QEA captures the whole dynamics over this ground-state correctly.
As final remark of this section we would like to mention the analogy of our proposals to QCD: In analytic calculations LEEA's and low energy effective Lagrangians have not been successful to determine the vacuum structure of QCD but their success relies on the fact that the vacuum is known from experiments. We think that this order (first the vacuum then the low energy approximation) is crucial for any theory with a non-perturbative sector that is not available for exact calculations.
Constraints on Dynamical Supersymmetry Breaking
We want to leave for a moment the construction principles of our effective action and discuss some constraints on dynamical supersymmetry breaking independent of the problems mentioned above. The first point are current algebra relations that lead to the postulation of a massless goldstino if supersymmetry is spontaneously broken and give a constraint on the value of the vacuum-energy. If supersymmetry is unbroken the covariant Hamiltonian and its expectation value with respect to any state are given by
If supersymmetry is broken the charges Q are no longer well defined and the local version of the above relation leads to the famous order parameter of supersymmetry breaking [39] :
and ǫ 0 = 0 means unbroken supersymmetry, ǫ 0 > 0 spontaneously broken supersymmetry while ǫ 0 < 0 would signal a supersymmetry anomaly. Unfortunately the (perturbative) quantization of gauge theories destroys equations (6) and (7): The supercharge of the quantized theory is not time-independent and the Hamiltonian is not expressible in the form (6) [40, 41] . A time-independent charge is found after projecting onto the physical Hilbert-space, only. At the moment we are not able to decide whether the positivity property of ǫ 0 survives the perturbative quantization or not. Greens functions with one or more insertions of the supercurrent have been studied recently [42] [43] [44] but the verification of constraints on supersymmetry breaking from equation (7) is not yet possible [29] . This uncertainty relativizes all standard arguments about dynamical supersymmetry breaking as well as our discussion. We will assume in the following that at least after projecting onto the physical Hilbert space the positivity constraint still holds. Moreover we follow the standard assumption that the unphysical fields introduced by the quantization do not contribute to the spontaneous parameters, i.e. operators including them have vanishing vev's. Equation (7) together with the trace anomaly then leads to
and the vev of the Lagrangian becomes the order parameter of supersymmetry breaking in SYM theories. The fact that the vev of the Lagrangian must be positive to enable supersymmetry breaking is a severe constraint on the spontaneous parameters of this theory.
As a side-remark we want to note that in our approach supersymmetry cannot be broken directly by a gluino condensate as the latter is the lowest component in the defining superfield. Non-decoupling theorem If the theory depends on the gluino mass smoothly we can study the limit m → ∞. Indeed the trace anomaly leads to an interesting relation:
Tr λλ + h. c.)
Imposing the constraint that in the limit m → ∞ the trace anomaly reduces to the known result of pure gluon-dynamics and taking the vacuum expectation value we get:
Of course this relation is only meaningful if SYM indeed tends towards gluon-dynamics in this limit. There is in fact a simple constraint on this relation stemming from the vacuum angle: Thermodynamical restoration of CP violation [7, 15, 48, 49] leads in SYM with a gluino mass to the following constraints [7] :
The fact that the resulting gluon-dynamics must have (ϑ − ϑ V ) = 0 tells us that only real gluino masses can lead to smooth decoupling, else the vacuum angle ϑ V makes a jump. From the second relation we see that in this case the condensate must be real. In the limit of a heavy mass the expectation value of F 2 has thus the opposite sign of the expectation value of the gluino condensate. The latter sign is negative in analogy to QCD (this already follows from PCAC analysis [50] , for a discussion within QCD see e.g. [14, 51] ). The notion of decoupling a particle by making its mass heavy is intuitively pleasing, but it is of course very difficult to make exact statements about the behavior of remaining degrees of freedom. Comparing the situation again with QCD the non-perturbative region could be crucially different in the latter case: While in QCD fractional winding numbers are excluded, they are not in YM as well as in SYM. The relevance of fractional winding numbers to non-perturbative effects is a highly non-trivial problem. It is beyond the scope of this paper to answer this question here and we refer the reader to the literature discussing the two different points of view [14, 52] , but we would like to point out an unsatisfactory situation: While the structure of QCD and SYM are assumed to be similar for finite m, the large mass regime is significantly different in the interpretation of [14] .
Euclidian Background fields Stability conditions on constant gauge fields have been studied in [53, 54] and its significance as semi-classical ansatz for the YM vacuum has been discussed in [55, 56] . These authors study the heat-kernel of Yang-Mills theories and therefore the constraints have to be understood in Euclidian space. Nevertheless it is worth mentioning the agreement of these results: Field configurations are stable if Ω|E
Minkowskian Background fields The study of Minkowskian background fields in gauge theories goes back to the work of Euler/Heisenberg [57] and Schwinger [58] on QED that led to an important result: If F 2 < 0 the potential is not only away from its minimum but it is unstable, i.e. the effective potential becomes complex. The generalization of this analysis to YM theories and QCD has been performed by Cox and Yildiz [59, 60] . Although non-Abelian gauge theories are much more complicated than QED we expect a complex effective potential for F 2 < 0 in the first case, too.
Breaking Supersymmetry with
Can we conclude that either supersymmetry is unbroken or that at least for small m the vacuum structure is not similar to QCD? We think that this conclusion is unwarranted. On the level of the field content there exists an important difference between QCD and SYM: The existence of auxiliary fields. They play an important role in breaking mechanisms of supersymmetry.
The Lagrangian as Auxiliary Field and the Limits of the Geometrical Approach
In the geometrical approach to the effective action there exist two different types of auxiliary fields: The auxiliary field of the classical field describing the effective action and the auxiliary field of the underlying theory. We will refer to them as 2 nd -and 1 st -generation auxiliary fields respectively. In the construction of [2, 6] 
The effective potential then reduces to [6] 
If (12) should represent a meaningful Lagrangian in an expansion up to second order derivatives as in [2] g ϕφ > 0 and the potential as a function of L is not bounded from below and does not even have a local minimum. Looking at the point m = 0 only, this is not surprising: L is the non-dynamical auxiliary field which has a definite interpretation within supersymmetry. The potential is getting maximized with respect to L and the remaining (physical) potential is positive semi-definite. When studying a dependence on m however this behavior is particularly dangerous: Our extension of the system has been arranged in a supersymmetry covariant way for any finite m. In a naive application the above structure would be true even for large m and pure gluon-dynamics would have a reasonable approximation in terms of a non-dynamical auxiliary field. The ansatz would then be wrong for large m and thus for any finite m and according to our discussion it would be useless for studying supersymmetry breaking. Of course one can object that such a criticism of [2] is unfair, as these authors never meant to apply their ideas to SYM with large gluino mass. In the remainder of this section we want to argue that even a more careful treatment must lead to a similar conclusion. We will focus on the possibility of unbroken supersymmetry at m = 0 which is the only scenario compatible with (13) . At m = 0 thus W ,ϕ = 0 and W ,ϕ < 0 is possible for m = 0 leading to an acceptable vev of F 2 . We know that (12) does not represent the full effective action but it is assumed that the effective potential (13) describes at least qualitatively the correct minima of the theory. This implies g ϕφ > 0, else the potential is either trivial or not bounded from below after eliminating the auxiliary field. In fact all other interpretations fail to be applicable: A non-trivial phase of g ϕφ would lead to an unstable potential and with g ϕφ < 0 the potential for the gluino condensate is not bounded from below. Of course these strict conditions hold in the minimum, only. Away from the minimum different complex phases may appear.
The geometrical effective potential is embedded in a more complex effective action including derivative terms and additional potential terms 2 . We cannot specify their form but only some conditions: At m = 0 L is an auxiliary field, else there are dominant contributions to the effective potential not included in (13) . At m → ∞ L must become a dynamical field and the potential must have a minimum in L with L 0 < 0. This change of the behavior of L implies the existence of a phase transition: The effective potential is always in its allowed region, i.e. we certainly have a real V eff for all m defined over the range 0 ≥ L ≥ −∞. Whatever the (static or dynamical) part of the effective potential is doing between m = 0 and m = ∞, if it wants to turn L from an auxiliary field into a dynamical field, the potential must at some point be completely flat. Even if this is thought to be a too strong conclusion in the given approximation the following points are certainly true: The potential is at some point zero at L = ∞ and there exists a region where it is (almost) flat around the maximum (turning into a minimum). This is completely sufficient to see that the system would be unstable. Thus we conclude that there exists a phase transition. We stress that this conclusion is correct even if our effective action does not represent the theory for all gluino masses m (which will be important in section 5.2). It could happen that the set of relevant classical operators is different for different regions of the gluino mass. But the question whether F 2 is dynamical or not is a problem of physics that must be represented correctly in all possible QEA's. Thus our conclusion is correct if F 2 is a relevant low energy degree of freedom for all m, which is included in our assumption of a QCD-like behavior.
Using again the comparison with QCD the phase transition can be at the point m c = 0, only. This possibility indeed exists in the analysis of [6] and cannot be excluded in our discussion. We just would like to stress the consequences thereof: The phase transition is associated with the spontaneous parameter of F 2 , a non-perturbative effect. Such a phase transition is particularly dangerous to all other non-perturbative effects, namely chiral symmetry breaking and confinement, which have been implemented by assumption. In fact the solution in [6] suggests unbroken chiral symmetry which is consistent with [2] . Besides these more technical problems the system would be highly unstable and we do not see how this could still be an acceptable field theory.
In the alternative scenario a phase transition does not exist and additional contributions to V eff are relevant even at m = 0. In particular the effective potential does not get maximized with respect to L, but minimized. This does in principle not stand in contradiction that L is an auxiliary field at m = 0, but opens new possibilities for supersymmetry breaking.
The Role of the Fundamental Auxiliary Fields
We have studied the 2 nd -generation auxiliary field without noting the possible importance of the 1 st -generation. Indeed more carefully the constraint derived from equation (8) reads:
and supersymmetry is broken if and only if the auxiliary field gets a non-perturbative vev with Ω|D 2 |Ω > 1 2 Ω|F 2 |Ω . The fact that supersymmetry breaking is driven by the vev of the auxiliary fields is an old wisdom from perturbation theory [61, 62] . As the basic restrictions on supersymmetry (by assumption) hold in the non-perturbative region, too, the importance of the auxiliary fields therein is not surprising. Breaking supersymmetry by postulating non-trivial dynamics of the auxiliary fields does certainly not look very appealing, but under the given assumptions it is a correct and necessary proposition. We want to point out some restrictions and consequences of this scenario: Non-trivial dynamics of the auxiliary field lead to a complete breakdown of the supersymmetry covariant approach: As the auxiliary field changes its character towards a physical field, the extremalization of the potential must lead to a minimum and non-geometrical contributions are relevant. Moreover all supersymmetry covariant expressions (sources and BC's) depend on the combination L = − 1 4
As L 0 is directly related to the goldstino coupling the covariant effective action has still a meaning at least for small masses m where the (pseudo-) goldstino is a special particle. Above this scale the combination looses its meaning and physics are probably not described by these combinations any more. In contrast to the case with Ω|D 2 |Ω = 0 trivially however, the goldstino coupling is not a primary object but we have to study F 2 and D 2 independently. Trying to impose a constraint on supersymmetry covariant objects only, leads to difficulties: Infinitely many combinations of the gluon-and the auxiliary-field lead to a specific value of L (even for L = 0). In the IR regularization or in a semi-classical calculation this leads to a summation over all these combinations and the vev of a single operator F 2 or D 2 is no longer well-defined. By treating the two operators as independent objects L(m) (or any other driving term) describes a line in the F 2 -D 2 plane. Unbroken supersymmetry would imply that the line starts at the origin (supersymmetric point) and that F 2 develops a vev as m increases. For broken supersymmetry the shape of the line is unknown. Besides L(m) which could be calculated for small m by a chiral perturbation theory for the goldstino and in the large m limit by using YM-results independent knowledge about one of the two involved basic operators is needed. Finding this line would answer many open questions about dynamical symmetry breaking in SYM and must be one of the main areas of future research.
In this scenario supersymmetry breaking is a non-perturbative non-semiclassical effect: It can be established from an IR-regularization mixing the physical fields with the auxiliary field, only (i.e. the separation of the PI into a physical and a auxiliary field part is no longer possible). Clearly spaces allowing the definition of instantons are not sensitive to nonperturbative effects of D 2 . Instanton calculations have been performed in different regions [3] [4] [5] and have found to be consistent with each other within the semiclassical approximation [63, 64] . In agreement with our discussion supersymmetry does not break by instanton induced effects.
Which are the spaces that make effects from auxiliary field visible? A simple analysis of the above separation condition shows that source extensions alone are useless. Some sources like the goldstino source couple the auxiliary field to the physical ones. But neither do they lead to derivative terms in the auxiliary fields nor do they change the sign of the potential, as this requires effects from non-renormalizable operators. There is more room for speculations within more general BC's, as non-renormalizable operators can now be included, but at the moment we are not able to suggest any concrete calculation that could test our proposition.
Do the auxiliary fields turn into physical fields completely or are they still non-dynamical in the end? If Ω|D 2 |Ω = 0 this can only be due to quantum fluctuations and there must be a finite correlation Ω|D(x)U(x, y)D(y)|Ω = 0 at least for small distances. This all happens due to an infrared effect and thus at least in this region the auxiliary field is indeed a physical field. Two different interpretations are possible: The 1 st -generation auxiliary field is non-dynamical regardless of the value of m after removing all IR regularizations. Thus we catch all its important effects by replacing D 2 by its vev in the classical Lagrangian. This leads to an alternative interpretation of this constant: Hughes and Polchinski [65] have shown that equation (7) can consistently be generalized to
where C is a dynamical parameter and exactly represents the vev of the fundamental auxiliary field after its elimination.
In the second interpretation the auxiliary field remains dynamical in the thermodynamical limit. At the moment this is pure speculation and we cannot give any similar model where this would happen. Within a quite different context the effect of turning a auxiliary field into a dynamical one is known: In effective actions of SQCD based on gauged non-linear sigma models [66] [67] [68] [69] . We should be careful in deriving any conclusions from this but the effect itself shows that the application of superspace geometry is not at all straightforward.
Finally we want to point out that the assumption of vanishing vev's in the ghost sector does not contradict to our proposition of a non-trivial D 2 : The quantization of gauge theories can be performed in many different ways and depending on the procedure different unphysical fields appear. The existence of the auxiliary fields in supersymmetry however is unambiguous in the classical and quantized theory.
Discussion and Conclusions
When we want to give an interpretation of our discussion two questions arise: Although the LEEA or low energy effective Lagrangian approaches have serious conceptual problems, the result derived therefrom could anyway happen to be correct. Can we exclude this? Besides this semiclassical approximation other arguments for unbroken supersymmetry have been given. Do they have any importance to our discussion?
One part of the first question has already been answered in the last section: We cannot exclude a phase transition at m = 0. The resulting theory has Ω|F 2 |Ω = 0 and the analysis of [6] suggests Ω|λλ|Ω = 0 as well (this solution stands in agreement with [2] , further discussions of this state have been given in [5] ). As all spontaneous parameters vanish we expect that the theory is not confined either. Besides the instability to perturbations it is completely infrared sick. Apart from all these problems both solutions ( [2] and [6] ) must be incomplete as they do not have the correct analytical structure: In [6] F 2 < 0 everywhere except at the origin, [2] has F 2 < 0 in the region between the chirally symmetric and the chirally broken minimum. None of the two generates a complex phase where it should and the strict constraints of the geometry make it difficult to include this instability.
Besides the LEEA we have discussed the instanton calculations and we do not want to go more into details. An important argument against supersymmetry breaking seems to be the Witten index [1] . Its consistent interpretation within this framework is quite easy: The author uses BC that do not break supersymmetry. Thus we cannot expect that he will find a supersymmetry breaking state at large volume. Assuming that the state found in the limit is a reasonable candidate for the ground-state, is there any argument that it must be the true ground-state? We have seen that this is not true in general and supersymmetry does not help in this situation: The supersymmetric trial vacuum minimizes the vev of the energymomentum tensor but (as a function of the classical fields) this is certainly not the correct quantity getting minimized by the true ground state (on the semi-classical level this has been discussed for YM in [55] ). The analogy of the energy-momentum tensor and the effective potential holds in perturbation theory due to the non-renormalization theorem, but the latter need not be valid in the non-perturbative region. The vev of D 2 shows in a very simple way how Witten's vacua become irrelevant: The minimum in the effective potential lies at
The effect can take place as the wrong sign from the classical potential remains in the energy-momentum tensor while it is getting changed in the effective potential by non-semiclassical contributions.
Although we are not (yet) able to show that supersymmetry must break dynamically in order to get an acceptable non-perturbative behavior of SYM, we can conclude the following: Together with the known vacuum structure of QCD low energy approximation based on symmetry arguments have been very successful. Similar approaches have been used in supersymmetry, where the concept of superspace gives an even more effective tool than in QCD. Unfortunately these tools are known to be problematic in the definition of quantum effective actions, where a thermodynamical study including possible breaking effects can be performed. It is important to know whether and how quantum effective actions justify the ansatz of the low energy approximations, as the structure of the quantum effective action is more fundamental than the low energy effective theories. Our answer is negative: Even weaker assumptions on the geometry of the quantum effective action are not compatible with known results and standard assumptions on the behavior of SYM with finite gluino mass. Instead the role of the auxiliary field is changed completely by contributions to the potential not expressible as integrals over superspace. The origin of these effects is not only non-perturbative but essentially non-semiclassical, i.e. it cannot be seen in standard approximations as instantons. This is an important fact in the whole discussion: Clearly no strict proof for unbroken supersymmetry has been given ever, but the fact that all semiclassical approximations led to consistent results is often stated as check of the correctness of these results. We do not agree with this point of view: Consistency just shows that the calculations have been performed correctly within the given assumptions (which are always more or less the same) and that there exists a connection between different models on that level. Supersymmetry breaking effects beyond this approximation are not excluded at all. Using again the analogy to other non-Abelian gauge theories: Perturbation theory thereof is perfectly consistent and the results can be derived in many different ways. Nevertheless it is known that the perturbative result can be incomplete even for small coupling constants. To make a long story short: It is not the geometrical structure that forbids the usage of quantum effective actions and explicit supersymmetry breaking, but it is the quantum effective action that forbids the usage of the geometrical approach to any low energy approximation.
Besides the sketched scenario there exists the possibility of unbroken supersymmetry together with a phase transition at zero gluino mass. This result is consistent with the low energy approximations. In our opinion the model then would not exist at all: All spontaneous parameters would vanish and the theory would probably not be confined.
All these results are valid under specific assumptions on the properties of SYM under quantization, only. One of them is particularly dangerous: It seems that a chiral source field is not a consistent extension of the SYM system [28] . Thus there still exists the possibility that not the geometrical approach itself is wrong but the specific choice of the geometry. Probably no straightforward interpretation of such a result could be given as the low energy structure of SYM now could depend on the unphysical components of the prepotential. Nevertheless this possibility must be subject of further investigations.
Let us finally make some remarks on more complicated models: Can the inclusion of matter help? We are not able to give a final answer but would like to point out some problems: If we consider SQCD with large masses the only new contribution to the trace anomaly (the quark condensate) has again the wrong sign from the point of view of supersymmetry. If the masses are small the situation is more complicated due to possible contributions from scalar vev's. At zero mass the new problem of a classical moduli space arises. In the LEEA approximation [32] [33] [34] the latter is found to be lifted and the low energy structure is again a SYM theory. In the light of our discussion this cannot be a consistent result. If we go over to N = 2 SYM and reduce the potential to
as done by Seiberg and Witten [30] the same problem as in the discussed model arises: All contributions to the trace anomaly are negative semi-definite
and supersymmetry is broken if and only if the auxiliary field changes its character. However the structure of N = 2 SYM is much more complicated and we thus should be careful with the relevance of this statement. It only shows that the solution by Seiberg and Witten suffers from the same problem as N = 1 SYM (see also [7] ).
